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ABSTRACT 

Today poverty, illiteracy, unemployment, terrorism, malnutrition, obesity, life style 

based diseases, pollution, water scarcity are growing areas of concern world over. Social 

Marketing has a potential to address these issues prudently by involving citizens, 

government, corporates, N.G.Os. and other stakeholders. Social marketing applies marketing 

theory and principles to solve social issues and aims at bringing behavioural change in 

individuals, influences government in designing right policies and facilitates its execution. In 

Gujarat state near Vadodara, Goraj Muni Seva Ashram is located and it has been delivering 

its services for mankind along with impressive growth. It was important to reveal and 

understand its growth path and social marketing strategies which would contribute 

significantly towards literature of marketing. Here, case study method was employed and 

effort was made to understand reasons behind success of ashram, marketing mix strategies 

adopted at Goraj Ashram and how it can help other N.G.Os to adopt social marketing 

practices. This case study provided new insights for design of social marketing mix 

strategies. It revealed that marketing mix variables would remain same but it needs some 

modifications such as introducing multiple service products, affordable pricing supported by 

services at subsidised rates,  promotional programmes are predominantly aimed at educating 

target audience and bringing behaviour changes, and multiple places to deliver services. 
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INTRODUCTION OF SOCIAL MARKETING: 

Today, poverty, illiteracy, unemployment, terrorism, malnutrition, obesity, life style 

based diseases, pollution, water scarcity are growing areas of concern world over. These 

social issues pause challenges and question our growth and development. It needs urgent 

attention and strategic solutions. Social Marketing has a potential to address these issues 

prudently by involving citizens, government, corporate and N.G.Os. and other stakeholders. 
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 The most striking feature of social marketing is that it applies marketing theory and 

principles to solve social issues and aims at bringing behavioural change in individuals, 

influences government in designing right policies and facilitates its execution. The idea of 

applying marketing principles for social change and social welfare dates back to 1951 when 

Gerhard Wiebe (1951-52) asked the question ‘Why can’t you sell brotherhood like you can 

sell soap?’(p-679) According to Manoff (1985) Social Marketing is a strategy for translating 

scientific findings about health and nutrition into education and action programmes adopted 

from methodologies of commercial marketing. The opportunity is worldwide, only the 

urgency of its need may vary.(p-36) As mentioned by Nguyen and Chris (2015)The first 

documented use of Social Marketing-employing marketing theories, tools and techniques to 

address social issues was in India in 1964 when a marketing plan to promote family planning 

was proposed by the Indian Institute of Management(IIM), Calcutta.(p-148)
 
Social campaigns 

such as Hum do Hamare do in India, educating people to use of condoms were similar to 

those used in commercial marketing and advertising.  

 

Social Marketing Defined:  

According to Philip Kotler and Zaltman G.(1971)Social Marketing is the design, 

implementation, and control of programmes calculated to influence the acceptability of social 

ideas and involving considerations of product planning, pricing, communication, distribution 

and marketing research.(p-5) Here, social ideas are at the heart of planning a marketing 

programme and bringing acceptability of the social idea among the target audience is the goal 

while designing a programme. 

Andreasen Alan(1995) describes social marketing as the application of commercial marketing 

technologies to the analysis, planning, execution and evaluation of programs designed to 

influence the voluntary behaviour of target audiences in order to improve their personal 

welfare and that of society.(p-7) According to Gerard Hastings (2007) not only do social 

marketing offerings involve intangible attributes-such as adoption of an idea, belief or 

attitude but also they frequently do not satisfy an immediate demand or desire within the 

target audience.(p-137) 

So, we can infer that social marketing is aimed at bringing voluntary change in behaviour. 

Social ideas should be accepted by community or people to whom it is targeted. e.g. save 

water, save energy, protect the mother nature, keep your city clean. Donovan and Henley 

(2003) modified this definition to include involuntary behaviours, as there are many instances 
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of social marketing where the individual’s voluntary behaviour is constrained, for example, 

under threat of legal sanction(drink driving) or other regulations (smoke-free venues), or 

where the individual choices are restricted(e.g. government restrictions on trans fatty acids in 

processed foods).(p-697)  Further, as stated by Sameer Deshpande and Nancy R. Lee (2013) 

in social marketing the primary aim is influencing behaviours that will contribute to societal 

gains.(p-13)  Hence, social welfare is the focal point for social marketing programmes. As 

rightly pointed out by Andreasan A.R. (1994) Social Marketing campaigns need not involve 

behavioural change. (p-111) Some campaigns are aimed at discouraging present practices of 

people or behaviour rather than behavioural adaptation or modification. It is important for 

marketers to understand that in case of practicing social marketing, segmentation is crucial. 

One has to recognize the heterogeneity that exist within homogeneous market. As told by 

Kotler and Levy (1969) fund raising organizations have  recognized the advantage of treating 

clients, trustees and various publics in different ways.(p-14)  Marketing Mix variables can be 

used successfully to bring social change and to bring behavioural change in individual. 

Ultimate goal of social marketing is to improve human and social welfare.  

 

Social Marketing Mix: 

Kotler, P. and Zaltman, G. (1971) stated that product design is typically more 

challenging in the social area than it is in the business area. (p-7) Peattie and Peattie (2009) 

said that although social marketing programs can focus on the promotion of a particular type 

of product, at its heart social marketing promotes a particular proposition.(Social Marketing: 

A Pathway to Consumption Reduction)  

Take the idea of ‘protect your environment’. There would be different segments and each 

segment needs different way of influencing. Two wheelers users, four wheeler users, 

corporates and citizens who do not belong to this category need to be reached either with the 

help of mass media campaign and customised campaign. Advertisements showing vehicular 

pollution and its adverse impact on human health, environment need to displayed. Similarly, 

grow more trees, promoting use of electric two wheelers can be undertaken by government 

bodies. Thus, although basic idea is one, it requires design of different social products by 

different bodies. 
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Promotion:  

While preparing promotion mix with social objectives, marketers have to understand 

different segments, heterogeneity that exists in each segment and how to reach effectively to 

all the segments. Whether mass advertising would be effective or not has to be decided in 

advance. Further, it should appeal to various stakeholders so that social goals can be achieved 

effectively. Unlike commercial promotion efforts, social marketing calls for communication 

aimed at reducing the usage or consumption of resources e.g. use of petrol, water, pesticides 

etc. The best known example is the Ecoteams programme established internationally as part 

of the Global Action Plan for the Earth to reduce household resource consumption. The 

average impact of Ecoteams projects across participating US cities is a reduction of 25-34% 

for water consumption, 9-17% for domestic energy consumption, and 16-20% reduction of 

fuel consumed for transportation. (Social Marketing: A Pathway to Consumption Reduction). 

 

Place:  

In case of social marketing place decisions would differ and aimed at coordinating 

people so that their active participation can be ensured. It involves multiple locations where 

stakeholders can reach easily and take part in social change process or become change agent. 

It calls for planning at micro level such as number of locations, preparing team leaders and 

members, resource allocation decisions need to be worked out in advance. 

 

Price:  

According to Kotler P. and Zaltman, G. (1971) price includes money costs, 

opportunity costs, energy costs and psychic costs.(p-9) Thus, the cost to persons asked to use 

public transport for minimizing pollution includes any possible money charge, opportunities 

foregone in terms of comfort of car, and the psychological discomfort. Pricing must be 

pitched in such a way that encourages beneficiaries/weaker section of the society to use 

government services. e.g. health care being high involvement service may not be preferred as 

free service, rather it should be reasonable priced. 

Social Marketing Mix strategy is significantly different from traditional marketing 

mix and calls for innovative ideas to address the problem under study and to bring desirable 

social change. 
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Background 

A village woman who had education up to 7
th
 standard proved herself as a ray of hope 

for many people in and around Vadodara in Cancer Care treatment. But this success has 

many hidden secrets to understand the growth story of Anuben Thakkar. At that time who 

was knowing that this lady is going to make her mark in Social Service and welfare of 

mankind in its true spirit. She was rejected at Ramkrishna Mission where she wanted to 

become nun simply because she was not a college graduate. 

So she finds another teacher, who has been in silence for 12 years. It was Muni Maharaj who 

inspired her to serve the world. Without any financial and physical resources, she builds a hut 

on a wasteland and invites a few village kids to play every day. From this particular point in 

the year 1978 foundation of Goraj Muni Seva Ashram prepared. Some donation she and 

Dakshaben who was a teacher volunteer at ashram started collecting from nearby villages. 

Today its more than Rs. 300 crores social project known not only in India but throughout 

Asia and providing genuine social service to the mankind. 

Vikram Patel, a young doctor who comes to Anuben's hut just as she is starting the Muni 

Seva Ashram. As a medical school student, he agrees to come every Sunday to do health 

check-ups for the kids that come to Anuben's hut. This was in fact the time which brings big 

fortune for the ashram as service of a Dr. could be made available to people. 

With his stethoscope and genuine intentions to serve patients Vikram would sit on a small 

stool under a tree every Sunday and would do Medical check-ups and medicine prescription 

for villages. A year later, on one hand Vikram Patel completes his graduation from medical 

college and on the other hand Anuben asks him to stay in Goraj to work with her. Instead of 

living with city comforts, he took a decision to live in a village hut without any running water 

or electricity. He joined ashram as a volunteer in the project for which no guaranteed success 

could be claimed. (Smallest Big Story of Goraj) 

 

Growth Journey Begins:  

By 1982, there are two huts created on the Goraj wasteland. One is residence quarters, 

and another is a kindergarten during the days, kitchen during meal times, and hospital during 

the other times.  

Goal of Social welfare and Bottom Line is Joy 

"To serve the deficient and needy sections of the society, employing the best technologies 

and in complete harmony with the nature." 
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"Our bottom line is joy. We are here to share our joy in the world," Dr.Vikram declares with 

a glee that clearly shows that he's being the change he wants to see in the world.         

(Smallest Big Story of Goraj) 

Social marketing strategies at Muni Seva Ashram 

1. Understanding Opportunities for Services and Offering Multiple Service Products:  

Anuben was the person who rightly understood the scope for various activities which would 

develop rural community in terms of health, education and also protecting the nature. Since 

Goraj was located in rural area, education and health could act as two pillars for rural 

community. Identifying problems of rural people, and designing a service product for them 

was crucial. Targeting the rural population with a humble beginning was the first step 

towards social welfare. 

Health, Education, Employment and Environment were the focal areas at goraj muni seva 

ashram. 

 

Health Care: 

Here, welfare activities revolved around needs of the community and the prudent use 

of available resources. Once-a-week patient check-ups for Vikrambhai turns into an indoor 

facility where patients can stay. Dr. Vikrambhai's unwavering support to this small clinic has 

turned into 95 bed ultra modern Hospital known as ‘Akshar Arogya Mandir’. Today nearly 

150 villages around Goraj have benefited from this hospital's facilities.  

For rural people suffering from cancer, Kailash Cancer Hospital was opened. It was the first 

hospital in the state of Gujarat to offer High-energy linear accelerator, with a multileaf 

collimator, an inverse-planning system for intensity modulated radiotherapy, and a simulator. 

These are used to shape radiation beams as per the dimensions of tumors, to deliver precise 

doses, and spare damage to nearby normal tissue.  At present, some 90 to 95 patients are 

treated every day.(Muni Seva Ashram: Healthcare) 

 

Education and Employment: 

When ashram received a sewing machine donation once, they started an employment 

program for the village women who are 10th grade graduates. However, unfortunately, no 

one comes because there are no such graduates; very quickly, Muni Seva Ashram expands its 

education program to 10th grade. 
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Today, Ashram offers programs focused on agriculture, education and medicine -a nationally 

renowned cancer hospital, a senior center, several schools from kindergarten to 12 grade, 

agricultural programs to farmers, a school for the mentally challenged and a cow-shed to 

name a few. (Smallest Big Story of Goraj) 

 

In-house Income Generation Programme:  

People of the ashram as well as the students of ashram are taught to grow and prepare 

Green Tea extracts, Palmarosa oil, Nilgiri oil, Chyavanprash and other such products. The 

ashram has an Oil extraction plant for the same purpose. So that ashramites can make their 

income out of it which is afterwards used for the ashram’s activities. This would turn in 

effective use of natural resources and also preserve the natural resources. (Smallest Big Story 

of Goraj) 

2. Process and Technology Integration for Growth and Self Sustainability:  

It was indeed a strategic move by Dr.Vikarm to focus on interrelated processes which 

could enhance agriculture as well as self sustainability. Ashram started producing its own 

grass; cows eat the same grass and produce milk, cow dung is used to produce bio-gas that is 

used to cook farm-fresh food, superfluous water is used for irrigation, plant and human waste 

is used to create manure for the farms, and so on.  

It is indeed a matter of pride that 70% of the resources needed on the 300-acre campus are 

generated in house at the Goraj Seva Ashram. "In five years, I am quite confident that we'll 

be 100% sustainable," said Dr.Vikram. Further, use of technology at the Ashram is worth 

noting here. If you go to the bathrooms, you will see automatic sensors on the taps to 

conserve water; if you visit the cancer hospital, you will see fully air-conditioned patient 

quarters run with wood-gas, if you will go to their office, you will find wireless Internet 

access. His passionate approach for technology and sustainability benefited patients and 

brought growth for ashram. (Smallest Big Story of Goraj) 

 

3. Affordable Pricing supported by donations   

Perhaps the most striking feature of the hospital is this: nothing is free, but every 

service is on a pay-what-you-can basis!  

Price is used as a major weapon by organizations. At ashram since it is a service based 

organization, various segments are identified and accordingly fees are charged. Free service 

for needy villagers, international patients travel thousands of miles to get cutting edge 
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medical care and pay whatever is suggested to them, and middle class from city area asks for 

concession in fees upto 60%.  All the deficits are made up for by donations.                

(Smallest Big Story of Goraj) 

4. Green Practices and Continuous Innovations: 

The journey of Ashram in sustainability started much before it became fashionable to 

talk about it. Muni Seva Ashram is an active agent in the drive for sustainable development, 

with large-scale interests in organic farming, agro forestry, horticulture, animal husbandry, 

solar energy, and bio-gas. We make use of everything from the cow dung to leaves on the 

trees to wasted water," Dr.Vikram says. This statement states that how they effectively use 

product and that attitude increased their independency. Also this reduces the wastage.  

 

Solar Street Lighting 

Since grid power was not available when the ‘Green Ashram’ campus was being built, 

a 13KW solar power plant was installed to meet the lighting and ventilation demands of the 

schools and hostels. Most of the street lights at the Ashram are automatic, self-contained solar 

photo voltaic systems (with panels mounted on the light poles) (GERMI Blog: Green 

Ashram) 

 

Solar Cooking 

Solar cooking is done at Asharam using technology where solar radiation is focused 

from scheffler concentrator to one point on the bottom of the cooking pan for community 

cooking for approximately 1200 people. A thermic fluid based solar cooking system provides 

adequate temperature to fry, bake or roast in the comfort of a kitchen. 

The Ashram’s residential school named Swami Vivekananda school in Vankuva village 

where cooking is done with the help of 10 Scheffler concentrators and has saved upto 65% of 

fuel.  (GERMI Blog: Green Ashram) 

 

Solar Air conditioning 

The ashram runs on the Concentrated Solar Thermal (CST) system that provides the 

cancer hospital  continuous air-conditioning for the medical equipment it operates. Prior to 

the implementation of the Concentrated Solar Thermal (CST) system, hospital was using fire 

wood to meet its air-conditioning requirement. This installation has saved 3,00,000 kg of 

wood/year (Approx.). This solar Air conditioning system is the India’s first and largest 
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commercially executed solar air conditioning system using Scheffler Concentrators.   

(GERMI Blog: Green Ashram) 

 

Bio Gas 

Another marvelous initiative of the Ashram is opening up of Gaushala. Ashram has 

650 acres of land at Bakhrol farm with more than 300 cows. Biogas is produced here from 

animals at the Ashram ‘Gaushala’ and piped directly to some of the kitchens. Biogas is also 

produced and filled into cylinders for cooking or to run the ashram vehicles. All biomass 

generated at the farm is used for producing vermi-compost, a very rich natural manure. 

Ashram also produces compressed natural gas or Bio-CNG which fulfills the needs of the 

Ashram’s main kitchen located in its guest house known as Athiti Mandir.              

(GERMI Blog: Green Ashram) 

 

Solar Crematorium 

The Ashram probably the rarest in the world to have a solar crematorium. It has 

installed a 50 square meter dish to be used to cremate bodies. By creating this facility, wood 

as well as electricity both are saved. Further, 24 hours a day Ashram mgt. is not dependent on 

electricity supply, and no arrangement for wood is required. Muni Seva Ashram has 

revolutionized the cremation process by exploiting solar energy. 

The green strategy employed by Goraj Seva Ashram has rightly earned a name “Mecca of 

renewable technologies” and therefore known as ‘Green Ashram”. Integration of various 

renewable technologies in the most cost effective way has won many applauds for Ashram 

and offers a model for renewable energy and sustainable community that can be replicated. 

(GERMI Blog: Green Ashram) 

 

Conclusion: 

Social marketing draws its basic theories and principles from marketing. It integrates 

marketing concepts with other approaches to influence behaviors which benefits individuals 

as well as communities at large with the aim of bringing social welfare. However, social 

marketing strategies differ from commercial marketing as ultimate goal of social marketing is 

not profit but social gain. Hence, when innovative approach is adopted in view of  current 

trends & technology, limited resource availability, and multiple segments that exist, it 

definitely makes the organization self reliant and brings growth for it. Ultimate aim of social 
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welfare is possible if segments and its heterogeneity is understood clearly, marketing mix is 

customised for each segment and promotional programmes are aimed at different 

stakeholders rather than single  strategy for all segments. Similarly, pricing is crucial as one 

has to cater the needs of community at large which includes poorer section of the society. 

Hence, fund raising activity and affordable pricing are major instruments to be used for the 

success of social marketing programmes. 
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